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jar thought

nest in show
Free-spirit accessory, no-fuss as-
sembly? Check and check. Just 

hot glue a medley of feathers to a 
store-bought headband. There’s no 
wrong way to do it, so play around 

with different arrangements.

Decorative jars are 
perfect for nestling into 
bookshelves or onto end 
tables. To take the look 
slightly tribal, pair earth-

toned stones and sand with 
neutral feathers. Oh, and 

stickers from Paper Crafts! 

charm game
The best thing about this purse charm? 

It’s lightweight (who needs more to 
carry?), but it’s big on personality. Make 

it by attaching feathers to beaded 
chains with cord crimps—then join it all 

to a jump ring or clasp.
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The shake-up: Adhere feathers 
straight to the back of a decorative 

accent, like this wall medallion. 
The verdict: They add welcome 
texture and size, and they boost 

the visual impact!

Dreamy doodle space, achieved. The components: embroidery floss and kraft paper, 
plus feathers, beads and floss for charms. (They’d work as bookmarks too!) 

Tip: Add cord crimps to feathers for easy stringing.

gather round

write stuff
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Whether you’re a birdwatcher 
or a keepsaker, try feathers in 
your next shadowbox! They’re 

delightfully outdoorsy—and they 
pair well with quirky ephemera 

(from Paper Crafts).

Here’s how to get all the 
happy feelings in banner form: 
Incorporate feathers to turn it 

boho, and add painted accents 
(and a message) to keep it 
lighthearted. Imagine it in a 

kid’s room or a dorm!

hang loose

for keeps
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How to turn a grapevine wreath 
into a work of boho bliss? Twist 
grapevine wire into a peace sign 

shape for the center, and hot glue 
feathers and foresty florals 

to the perimeter.

ON A WING

Here’s a fresh idea for a DIY 
centerpiece or party display: 

Draw on feathers with a leafing 
pen, and drill small holes into a 
wooden round to accommodate 

the quills. Tip: Stamped 
cardstock adds variety!

STAND OUT



Neutral-toned feathers 
make earthy vibes 

easy to accomplish. 
Try incorporating them 
into your decor, like we 

did with this custom 
arrow-inspired art piece. 

on point

Feathers work well for party or seasonal decor, and this garland 
is proof. We combined them with fabric swatches and goatskin 
leather trim for triple texture—just attach with jump rings.

FLY RIGHT

Made of twigs, 
suede lace and 
copper sheets!

DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.
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